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Dyalog acquires Causeway Graphical Systems Ltd.
3 tools to be incorporated into Dyalog for Windows Version11.1

Basingstoke – UK, 17 May 2007: Dyalog Ltd., the world leading software development
company that markets Dyalog, the most commonly used APL programming language
throughout the world, today announced the acquisition of Causeway Graphical Systems.

PRESS RELEASE

Causeway is a household name in the world of APL software programming. For more
than a decade the tools developed by the company have been used by software
developers in a multitude of software applications over a broad range of platforms. The
tools include: RainPro graphics engine – also known as SharpPlot for the Windows.Net
platform, NewLeaf report formatter, and CausewayPro framework for Rapid Graphical
User Interface (GUI) development. All will be incorporated into Dyalog for Windows from
Version 11.1 – planned for release later this year. Dyalog states that there will be no
changes to the price structure on account of implementing the additional tools in version
11.1.
Founder of Causeway Adrian Smith, is recognized in the worldwide array language
community as a visionary systems architect and master tools smith. Adrian will continue
to work as chief architect on the Causeway product line, particularly with a focus to
design further enhancements. Jonathan Manktelow has joined Dyalog as a full time
developer.
Managing Director Gitte Christensen of Dyalog Ltd. says: “We’re extremely pleased to
welcome the Causeway team onboard. Not only do we gain additional developer
resources, particularly for combining the use of Dyalog with components written in C#,
something which is of great value as we continue to work towards a seamless integration
of Dyalog with the Microsoft.Net platform. We’re also given a unique opportunity to take
forward excellent products without additional cost to our customers hence making them
available to many more users. Additionally Dyalog is taking ownership of the APL-to-C#
Translator developed by Causeway, as well as the accompanying SharpArrays array
library for the Microsoft.Net platform.”
Dyalog is currently not planning to develop the APL-to-C# translator technology into a
general tool for deployment of APL applications. However, the company believes that the
technology is very useful for customers who wish to produce fully managed components
from APL source code. The translator will therefore be made available on a per project
basis with Adrian Smith providing consultancy, development and support.
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Adrian Smith comments, “I know that it is Dyalog’s aim to continue to build an even more
complete and robust development environment, and integrating the Causeway tools is a
big step in this direction. Dyalog can provide the professional marketing and support
which the products deserve and I can now dedicate more time to designing and coding
as part of the excellent group-dynamic that characterises Dyalog Ltd.”
Continues….
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About Dyalog Ltd.

PRESS RELEASE

Founded in 1982, Dyalog Ltd. is a world leading software development company.
Today, Dyalog is the most commonly used APL programming language throughout the
world – used by thousands of developers for creating software applications or software
systems which requires complex analytical multidimensional approach. It is also an
outstanding development tool for complex Graphical User Interface (GUI) applications.
Because of this, Dyalog is in daily use in many major corporations – including Fortune
100 companies - throughout the world in mission critical applications such as Asset
Management, Business Planning & Budgeting, and Business Intelligence. Emerging
technologies are constantly taken advantage of to further enhance the tool and provide a
cutting edge development environment. Dyalog is fully compliant with the ISO 8485
standard for APL and is available for a multitude of platforms including Microsoft
Windows (95, 98, NT, 2000, ME, XP, Vista and .Net), Pocket PC 2002, Pocket PC 2003
and Windows Mobile 5.0, AIX, Solaris and Linux.
www.dyalog.com
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